
Everything! … 
Uniform is the visual embodiment 
of our commitment to our shared 
values as a school community. 

It is a visual representation of our 
‘buy-in’ and our mutual RESPECT 
for one another and the value we 
place on our own learning. 

It says that we all will treat each 
other equally and fairly.

What has uniform got to do with my learning?

Clear or flesh 
coloured nose stud 
retainer only

All other piercings must 
be removed
All other jewellery must 
be discreet in style

Students must only 
have one earring in 
each ear 
Only stud earrings and 
sleepers will be allowed 
but the sleeper must 
be a solid, continuous 
hoop no larger than a 
5p coin JE
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MAKE-UP / HAIR
Make-up and nail varnish, if 
worn, should be discreetly 
applied and not be overtly 
visible or colourful. Excess 
make-up may have to be 
removed 

Hair must be of a 
broadly natural hair 
colour and not be 
of unusual design 
e.g. Mohicans, 
designs cut in etc. 

OK

Box pleat
Black

X NOT OK

X   Faded/grey

X   
Jeans/denim 

material
X   Tight fitting and/or stretchy 

fabric
X High above the knee

X  Pencil skirtCentral crease
Black

X   Sports shorts
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Black or grey 
tights

x Leggings
Cover the thigh to 
just above the knee



OK

All black leather, or 
leather effect shoes
No motifs/badges

X   Canvas
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X   Trainers

X NOT OK

OK

X   High heels, 
stilettos

X   Motif/badge

OK

Black
Straight leg style
Hang free from the leg at 

the ankle

X NOT OK

X   Faded/grey

X   
Jeans/denim 

material

X   Skin tight 
stretchy 

fabric
X   ¾ length
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X   White socks or coloured socks The back pockets are sewn into the inside of the 
trousers, and are not panels stitched onto the back


